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Jet Linx looks  to bring more convenience to fliers

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Private jet firm Jet Linx Aviation is innovating its benefits program to pave the way for a more seamless method of
travel.

New partnerships with KEY Concierge and Swift Passport & Visa are making overseas travel much more convenient
for private jet fliers of Jet Linx. The private jet firm is adding these additions to its Elevated Lifestyles benefit
program for frequent fliers.

Convenience in flying
KEY Concierge is joining Jet Linx's Elevated Lifestyles by providing members with all their needs during their travel.

Concierges with KEY provide anything guests may need such as groceries upon arrival at their destination,
accommodations, private transportation, reservations, a private chef and other local needs.
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Jet Linx's private jets

The program is available to travelers flying to Aspen, CO; Austin, TX; the Hamptons; Jackson Hole, WY; Los Angeles;
Miami; Napa/Sonoma, CA; New York; Palm Springs, CA; Park City, UT; San Francisco and Santa Barbara, CA.

Jet Linx's Elevated Lifestyles program is also including Swift Passport & Visa, which will provide speedy access to
passports and visas. While the passport and visa application process is often long and tedious, the program will
allow for access within the day.

For instance, getting a visa typically takes up to six weeks. Swift can minimize the wait time to within eight hours.

The partnership also allows for members to see reduced rates.

Jet Linx's new additions are in celebration of the benefit program's two-year anniversary.

Jet Linx innovates private flying

The program celebrates frequent fliers, but also offers a higher tier for customers who fly more than 25, 50 and 100
hours named Elevated Lifestyle Plus.

Innovating in private flying
Private jet firms have been innovating in the convenience of flying through a multitude of partnerships.

For instance, Delta Private Jets has been easing the transfer process for passengers through a service developed with
Porsche.

Around four Delta hub airports, travelers connecting between a commercial flight and one of the airline's private jets
are whisked to and from the terminal in a Porsche SUV. This affiliation enables Porsche to associate its brand with
Delta's service while also introducing passengers to its vehicles through a firsthand experience (see more).

Private jet customers also now have an option to better track which firm or jet card program will be best for their
needs through a new online database.
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PrivateJetCardComparisons.com is a new online hub that allows users to compare and chose which private jet
options are best for them as individuals. Users will be able to browse private jet firm comparisons with factors such
as in-flight amenities, corporate structure, price rate structure, flight crew standards, insurance factors and
cancellation policy (see more).
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